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I. ROLES BY STEPS OF THE SYTSEM  

1. Unit of Factory    

Unit of Factory develops the traceability system for its products in the 

production chain, and takes responsibility for managing, ensuring compliance of 

other units in the system.  

Inputs of Factory:  

- Business license  

- Registration license for enterprise code, product code  

- Food safety and hygiene certificate: HACCP, ISO 22000 

- Quality management certificate: ISO 9001 

Tasks of Factory:  

- To develop the traceability system  

- To register product code, packing facility code, location code for units in the 

system (Distributor, etc.) 

- To manage the system: add, modify product, batch of product, information on 

product   

- To manage, ensure compliance of other units in the system: Producer, 

Deliverer, Distributor   

2. Unit of Producer    

Unit of Producer refers to the material zone of the factory for production of 

products.   

Inputs of Producer:  

- Land use license  

- Product caring process  

- Applicable standards  

Tasks of Producer:  

- To register cultivation zone code  

- To care product according to the defined process  

- To update digital production record    

- To harvest and apply product stamp in line with regulations  

3. Unit of Supervisor   

Inputs of Supervisor:  

Supervisor is an independent entity of the traceability system. Supervisor is 

responsible for supervising, ensuring Producer to comply with the defined process. 

The number of field visits depends on the actual situation and upon request of 

Factory.     

Tasks of Supervisor:  



 

- To coordinate with Producer in developing the caring process  

- To supervise implementation of the caring process 

- To update field visit results on the software 

- To take samples for accreditation in line with the process  

 

4. Unit of Accreditor 

Inputs of Accreditor:  

Accreditor is an independent entity of the traceability system. Accreditor is 

responsible for accreditation of products, residues of crop protection chemicals in line 

with regulations of market or requirements of Factory.  

Tasks of Accreditor:  

- To accredit quality of products, residues of crop protection chemicals 

- To update product information on the software  

- To conduct archive of samples in line with regulation 

5. Unit of Deliverer  

Deliverer is either subordinate to or contracted with Factory. Deliverer is subject 

to management and coordination of Factory.    

Inputs of Deliverer:  

- Delivery contract (if signing contract with Factory) 

- Business license, vehicle registration license  

- Standards on safety, storage during the delivery process  

- Emergency handling process   

Tasks of Deliverer  

- To deliver product from Producer -> Factory, Factory -> Distributor.  

- To update delivery information on the software  

- To ensure product quality during the delivery process  

6. Unit of Distributor (if any) 

Distributor is either subordinate to or contracted with Factory.   

Distributor is subject to management and coordination of Factory.  

Inputs of Distributor:  

- Product distribution contract (if signing contract with Factory) 

- Business license  

- Food safety and hygiene certificate  

Tasks of Distributor:  

- To receive products from Factory and distribute to Consumer   

- To update product receiving information on the software  

II. INFORMATION FLOW OF THE TRACEABILITY SYSTEM  

1. Diagram: Attached Annex 

2. Explanations  

Manufacturing factory, enterprise covers various types of product. Factory, 

enterprise is responsible for registering its enterprise code, product code with the 



 

National Numbering and Barcodes Center following standard GS1. Each product 

consists of different production batches, each of which consists of different 

production seasons. Therefore, each production season for each product batch will be 

assigned with a code by Factory following the rule of production batch/season 

coding. Product which is manufactured under such batch or season will have a 

relevant code following the rule: Product code + Batch/season code. Based on this 

product code, units in the traceability system update their relevant task contents 

according to three requirements of the traceability system: updated data should be 

transparent information, data is updated following the “one step forward, one step 

back” approach.  

 

III. COMPONENTS OF THE TRACEABILITY SYSTEM  

1.  Website 

- Website displays the information on units, products subject to traceability, 

news, situations of the system, localities.   

2. Admin page 

- Admin page is the place to update information, trace information on the 

website, update news on the system.  

- Create user accounts for units of traceability to log in the App.  

3. Database  

- Database is the place to store product information of the system.  

- The place to export data to the website and App.  

4. App 

Application (App) is the tool for units under the traceability chain to update 

product information throughout stages of the system. App helps consumers to trace 

information of products, monitor, get updated on news of seasons, yields and 

products.  



 

 

IV.  WEBSITE INTERFACE  

Website is not only the place for conducting traceability when consumers scan 

product QR code, but also meets objective of trade promotion.  

Website objectives:  

- To display results of product traceability  

- The list of enterprises meeting, using the product traceability system  

- News, photos for trade promotion  

- Link trading exchanges of localities across the country  

The website is developed with 09 main sections with the following contents:   

- Commercial enterprises having GS1 code, barcode: to display the list of 

enterprises in the system which have registered GS1 code, barcode with the National 

Numbering and Barcodes Center.  

- The list of packing facilities having facility code: to display enterprises which 

have registered packing facility code with Plant Protection Department.  

- The list of cultivation zones: to display enterprises which have registered 

cultivation zone code with Plant Protection Department.  

- Products subject to traceability: to display products and relevant enterprises in 

the traceability system.   

- Trade promotion information, programs: to display information, news, events 

of national and international trade promotion according to programs of Trade 

Promotion Agency.  

- Market price: to display reference prices of local, national key products with 

reference to Price Management Department.   

- Crop information: to display information on areas, yields of key products 

covered in the system with the aim to inform commercial businesses in their selling, 

buying of products.  

- Commercial subscription: the place for commercial businesses which have 

demand for linkage, matching to show their contacts for further support from the 

system.  

- Local trading exchange: the place to connect localities which have been using 

the traceability system.  

V. TRACEABILITY SOFTWARE  

1. Software access interface  

When user accesses the software Itrace247, it will display 06 main contents as 

follows:  

- Login: the place for units of the system which are decentralized by their roles, 

functions to log in for updates on product traceability contents.   

- QR/Barcode scan: the place for consumer to scan product code/barcode for 

their traceability information. Moreover, units of the system scan QR code on the 

product to update the task contents.  

- Enterprises having GS1 code: the place to display the list of enterprises having 

GS1 code registered with the National Numbering and Barcodes Center for reference 

of consumers. 



 

 

- The list of packing facilities having facility code: the place to display 

enterprises which have registered packing facility code with Plant Protection 

Department for reference and traceability by consumers and entities.  

- The list of cultivation zones: the place to display enterprises which have 

registered cultivation zone code with Plant Protection Department for reference and 

traceability by consumers and entities.  

- Market price: the place to provide reference prices of local, national key 

products with reference to Price Management Department and to connect, match 

commodity trading among enterprises or between consumer and manufacturer. 

Update the promotion information from Trade Promotion Agency for enterprises 

which have subscribed to Trade Promotion Agency.  

2. Login interface  

The traceability system Itrace247 consists of 06 components which are 

decentralized by tasks, roles, functions of relevant units. When an account is logged 

in under its decentralization, there will be different update contents and tasks.  

- Unit of Producer consists of 02 main contents: Production record (depending 

on type of production as cultivation or husbandry, there will be different update 

contents) and Harvest.  

- Unit of Supervisor consists of 04 contents: supervision time, supervision 

content, supervision assessment and image of supervision minutes.  

- Unit of Accreditor consists of 04 contents: accreditation time, accreditation 

content, accreditation assessment and image of accreditation minutes.  

- Unit of Factory consists of 03 contents: implementation time, task (it can be 

packing or processing depending on its products), implementer.   

- Unit of Deliverer consists of 03 contents: time (time of receiving and 

delivering), address (address of receiving and delivering), implementer.  

- Unit of Distributor consists of 03 contents: time of receiving, volume of 

receiving and recipient.  

3. Interface of Producer  

Production record (depending on type of initial production as cultivation or 

husbandry, there will be different update contents). 

- Cultivation consists of 04 contents: time, task (which is divided into 04 main 

activities: caring, fertilizing, spraying and other activity), implementer and image.  

- Husbandry consists of 04 contents: time, task (which is divided into 04 main 

activities: caring, feeding, vaccination, and other activity), implementer and image.  



 

 

Diagram of harvesting. 

Time  
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Implementer  
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VI. PROCESS OF TRACEABILITY STAMP 

Traceability stamp contains QR code and product code according to GS1 

standard put on relevant packing, or product to make ease for consumers in scanning 

QR code for product traceability.  

QR code on traceability stamp is three-dimensional code which can be scanned 

by software or commonly used applications such as Facebook, Zalo, Camera, etc.  

1. Requirements on traceability stamp  

Traceability stamp includes the following components:  

- Logo (traceability system and coordinating agencies) 

- Name of product having traceability stamp, distributor.  

- Product code + lot code  

- QR code  

- Manufacturing date and expiry date  

- Lot code  

2. Evaluation score for compliance with the traceability system  

Evaluation score  Criteria  

2

 

stars 3 

stars 
4

 

stars 
5

 

stars 

- Business license  

- Enterprise code registration  

- Product code registration  

 

- Production record  

- Supervision record  

- Product accreditation  

  
- Cultivation zone code  

- Production facility code  

   

- Food Safety and Hygiene Standard  

- Eligible deliverer 

- Eligible distributor  

3. Basic information of the traceability system  

Through the product traceability system, commodities having traceability data 

should ensure the following basic information: 

- Name of product, commodity;  

- Photo of product, commodity;  

- Name of manufacturer, trader;  

- Address of manufacturer, trader;  

- Stages in the manufacturing, trading process (at least including equipment, 

workforce of individual stages);  

- Time of manufacturing, trading (starting and ending time);  

- Results of independent supervisor; 



 

 

- Testing results based on supervision file, production batch;  

- Traceability code for product, commodity;  

- Product serial number (if any);  

- Targeted market;  

- National standards, national technical regulations, international standards, 

regional standards which are appliable.  

4. Traceability information searched by consumer   

Product, commodity traceability data searched by consumers on the traceability 

– trade promotion website should ensure the following information:   

- Name of product, commodity; 

- Photo of product, commodity; 

- Name of manufacturer, trader; 

- Address of manufacturer, trader; 

- Time of manufacturing, trading (starting and ending time); 

- Expiry date of product, commodity;  

- Results of independent supervisor (if any); 

- Testing results based on supervision file, production batch (if any).  

5. Product information for QR code scanning 

 

Traceability information  Quality information  General information  

- Producer  

• Cultivation zone  

• Production record  

• Harvest record  

- Deliverer  

• Time of delivery  

• Means of delivery  

• Address of delivery  

• Implementer  

- Factory  

• Time  

• Tasks: 

+ Processing, packing  

+ Method  

+ New product code (if any)  

+ Lot 

- Supervisor  

• Time of supervision  

• Contents of supervision  

• Evaluation results  

• Photos  

- Accreditor  

• General information  

• Time of accreditation  

• Contents of 

accreditation  

• Evaluation results  

• Photos  

- Verification of 

authentic product  

- Ownership enterprise  

- Distributor  

- Product review  

- Other products of the 

same owner  

- Product introduction  

- Contacts for purchase  

+ Verification of export 

criteria  

+ Consultancy, review 

for putting into the 

system  

+ Market survey  

+ Commodity code 

creation   



 

 

• Implementer / 

organization, entity. 

- Distributor  

• Location code of 

Distributor  

+ GLN code  

+ Introductory information  

+ Trademark registration  

+ Business matching  

+ Online selling training  

 



 

 

 

VII. OPTIMAL TECHNICAL SOLUTIONS AND MODELS FOR 

TRACEABILITY SYSTEM 

 

7.1. TECHNICAL NOTES 

 

 

 
REQUIREMENTS FOR THE SYSTEM  

No. Information  Quantity Unit  

I Cloud server   

1 Number of users connected at a time  5000 TPS 

2 RAM processing for one user  3.291 MB 

3 CPU processing for one user  0.03 GHz 

4 
RAM of the operating system + 

application  
10 GB 

5 
CPU of the operating system + 

application 
3 GHz 

6 
HDD required for Datafile 

 
1024 MB 

7 Average size of uploaded file  10 MB 

8 Number of files for daily uploading  1000 file 

9 Redundancy factor 1.2  

10 Number of virtual machine  1  

11 CPU speed  2.4 GHz 



 

 

 

 

 

 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

I. SERVER 

Requirement Qty Unit Calculation formula 

Total RAM 

required 
31,28 GB 

(((Number of Users at a time * (Processing 

RAM for 1 User/ 1024)) + Operating System 

RAM + Application RAM) * number of virtual 

machine) * redundancy factor. 

For example: 

(((5000*(3.291/1024))+10)*1)*1.2 = 31.28 

Total CPU 

required 

183.6

0 
GHz 

(((Number of Users at a time * CPU 

processing for 1 User) + Operating System CPU 

+ Application CPU) * number of virtual 

machine) * redundancy factor. 

For example: (((5000 * 0.03) + 3) * 1)*1,2 

= 183.60 GHz 

Total HDD 

required 

12832

.03 
GB 

((Number of daily file uploads * Average 

size of uploaded file) * 365 days * year) * 

redundancy factor. 

For example: ((1000 * 10/1024) * 365 * 3) 

*1,2 = 12832.03 GB 

II. SECURITY 

- Equip real-time vulnerability management solutions 

- Ensure the capacity to handle confidentially  

- Ensure the highest availability at critical points in the system 

- Ensure the ability to easily upgrade and expand the system 

- Manage and store logs, support log search of solutions. 

 

7.2 Detailed technical notes: 

 

List of acronyms 

No. Acronym Definition 

1 IT Information Technology 

2 DB Database 

3 HTTPS Hypertext Transfer Protocol Secure, a protocol that 

combines HTTP and secures SSL or TLS protocols to 



 

 

allow secure exchange of information over the Internet. 

4 CDM Centralized data management 

5 SSL Secure Sockets Layer - A standard of security 

technology, encrypted communication between a Web 

server and an application 

6 DBMS Database management system 

 

a) Rationale for solution development 

The solution is developed based on legal documents, approval decisions of the 

Prime Minister and line Ministries on IT application and data management as 

follows: 

Pursuant to Decision No. 43/2008-QD-TTg dated March 24, 2008, by the Prime 

Minister approving the plan of IT application in activities of state agencies. 

b) List of applicable standards: 

Appendix 

i. Technical and technological standards: 

✓ In compliance with technical standards for IT application in State 

agencies issued under Circular No. 39/2017/TT-BTTT dated December 15, 

2017, by the Ministry of Information and Communications. 

✓ Information Security Management System standard TCVN ISO/IEC 

27001:2009 

✓ Information network security standard ISO/IEC 27033 

Attached software development standards 

c) Software development technology 

i. General information: 

- The system is deployed on a common web platform and suitable for the 

infrastructure platform, users at agencies and affiliated units shall use normal 

web browsers with an internet connection to access the system for work and 

research. In addition, for the convenience of users, the system is guaranteed to 

work well on mobile devices, with an application installed for commonly used 

operating systems such as Android and iOS with a full range of features and 

utilities like on the web; 

- Design the software in accordance with the instructions on processes, 

functions, utilities, and data structure of relevant ministries. At the same time, 

it must be attached to the professional process of handling the work of the 

administrative management agencies; state-owned enterprises; 



 

 

- Enable flexible configuration of processing flows according to the 

specific business processes of each unit. 

- Centralized Data Management Software - Data Center directly serves 

Groups, Corporations, State management agencies, thereby decentralizing and 

managing many units. Therefore, the system needs to be decentralized flexibly 

without limitation on unit decentralization. 

- Scalable and be able to integrate with other systems.  

- Integrate digital signature in the data validation process. 

- Develop a centralized DB model to ensure consistency in DB structure, 

prioritize cloud leasing to minimize costs; 

- Provide sufficient information to ensure the integrity and avoid 

redundancy of data; 

- Develop a mechanism that allows automatic backup of data according to 

a preset schedule or option of backup time; enable data recovery to ensure the 

data safety; 

- Build a backup plan, which can be switched to a backup system in case 

the main system fails. Make sure the system is not interrupted in all cases; 

- Have a mechanism to ensure safety, security for data and DB 

management system; 

- The system should be designed to ensure the confidentiality of the 

information and prevent illegal data access. 

- Friendly, unified, and easy-to-use interface; 

- Be able to report errors to the user for data deletion and when an error 

arises. Warn users when they enter incorrect or missing data; 

- Be able to notify the user of successful or unsuccessful data update 

status every time the user completes data update operation; 

- The language used in the whole system is Vietnamese, using Vietnamese 

Unicode fonts according to Vietnamese standard TCVN 6909: 2001. 

ii. Technology and software development language 

- Programming language: 

Development language: ……. 

+ Reason: …………… 

+ On the basis of this language, there are many platforms, the open-

source framework has a large development community that can be 

leveraged. 

+ Applications written in …… language run well on current 

operating systems and interact well with various DBMSs. Applications 

written in ……… language run stably, meeting a large amount of traffic, 

which is easy to maintain, upgrade and expand when needed. 

- Database management system (DBMS): 



 

 

Currently, there are many different DBMS solutions on the market, it is 

essential to use the DBMS for the deployment of large systems with strict security 

requirements and storage capacity. 

For DB, the following issues should be avoided such as when executing a 

command based on the mechanism of committing each command/ task 

individually, it will be difficult or impossible to roll back and change if there are 

any errors in the process. For selected DB, it is required to ensure: every 

connection to the DB must be treated as a new transaction. When queries are 

executed and commands are issued, the changes will be made in RAM but not 

committed. Moreover, this also reduces the amount of I/O of the DB. 

A flexible DBMS includes an environmental DB for the design of DBs and 

development tools using SQL (SEQUEL - Structured English Query Language) to 

access data for a relational DBMS, SQL in the DB is compatible with SQL based 

on ANSI (American National Standards Institute) standards. 

DBMS must have safety, high security, consistency, and integrity, enabling 

users to access distributed DB as a unified unit. DBMS is capable of reliably 

managing a large volume of DBs, in a multi-user environment to simultaneously 

access the same unit of data at the same time; combating illegal access, recovering 

data when experiencing problems. 

• DBMS characteristics 

- Fight against illegal access. 

- Support data management with the volume of hundreds of Gigabytes. 

- Support multiple users accessing the same unit of data at the same time. 

- Work 24/24. 

- Comply with industry standards on the following factors: 

+ Operating system. 

+ Network. 

+ Query language. 

- Provide good safety and security mechanism. 

- Provide a security system at many levels, DB administrator will perform 

the decentralization for each authorized user. For DB, it is allowed to assign 

new entry, edit, delete, view, and index rights on objects such as tables, 

views... Thus, only those who have the password can use the system's data. 

• DBMS for Web technology platform: 

When the application is built on a Web platform, application protection is of 

particular importance. The problem is to ensure high security and prevent 

unauthorized people from accessing the application system. 

The DBMS provides a number of security schemes or functions that allow 

developers to control access to websites and applications. DB Server provides 

server authentication depending on the origin of the signer to the client browser. 



 

 

Browser is responsive to server authentication. The authentication binding does 

not require any additional server configuration. 

d) DB design solutions and applications: 

i. General description 

In order to manage an organization's business processes in general, it is 

crucial to describe and document them. There are various ways to do this, 

however, the easiest way is to use textual or tabular description. The task of a 

software application is to computerize business processes and connect those 

business processes, supporting the implementation of business process 

simplification. 

Therefore, the software system is required to meet the flexibility in the 

process definition of each unit to easily change and configure for each unit. 

ii. Business Process Modeling Notation 

Business Process Modeling Notation (BPMN) standard is primarily intended 

to bridge the information gap between stakeholders that frequently occur in 

business process design and implementation and has been widely used for 

business process modeling in many organizations. BPMN assists both technical 

and business users in managing business processes by providing a common set of 

symbols that are intuitive and easy to understand for business users. 

Business Process Modeling Notation (BPMN): a collection of symbols to 

visually model the business processes. BPMN is managed by OMG. 

The main goal of BPMN is to provide symbols that are easy to understand 

and read for all users from the business units to the software and technical staff. 

Technicians are responsible for the technology installation and operation. 

Employees belonging to the business processes will be responsible for managing 

and monitoring the processes. The outstanding feature of BPMN is aimed at 

people who do business processes based on standardized symbols, which are easy 

to read and understand. Thanks to being standardized, BPMN can automatically 

generate the WSBPEL implementation language. 



 

 

 

Therefore, BPMN is seen as the standard tool to link business process 

analysis and implementation. 

Advantages compared to the flowchart and activity diagram model: 

✓ Many symbols, semantics → close to the practical application of 

business process construction modeling. 

✓ Describe clearly without ambiguity in an easy-to-read and easy-to-

understand manner 

✓ Illustrate semantically 

✓ There is a correlation between events 

✓ Add more symbols to interact with the user 

BPMN 2.0: A method of graphically describing a series of activities in a 

business process. Thereby, the process will be analyzed and improved in the 

future. 

iii. Software system requirements 

Required to use the solution of defining process flow in accordance with 

BPMN 2.0 standard 

Enable easy export/ import of process flows defined in accordance with the 

BPMN 2.0 standard 

Allow the system administrator of each unit to easily define a new process, 

import it into the system to be used separately for their own unit. Depending on 

the time, deployment needs, unit-level admins can easily update the new process 

flow to suit their unit without affecting the running process flow of old records. 

Top-level administrators are allowed to administer the entire process flow of 

defined entities. 

e) Solutions to ensure performance, availability for the system 



 

 

i. General requirements 

To ensure the centralized data management system - Data Center operates stably 

and ensure service requirements, it is required to invest in technical infrastructure to 

be ready to meet the needs of software installation, to achieve the following goals: 

- Totality of the system: Flexible, complete configuration for required 

technical features; Ensure the modernity of the whole system (avoid backward 

features); Comply with the investment scale of the project; Ensure information 

security; Ensure processing speed and access, etc. 

- Consistency of the system: Agree on network infrastructure; Agree on 

original data, resources; Agree on operation, exploitation, and management; 

Agree on software programs, handling, and control. 

- Openness of the system: The system can continue to develop and 

upgrade in terms of structure as well as technology when demand increases; 

scale and adapt when connecting with other domestic and international 

networks;  

- Economics of the system: Ensure the modern technical requirements and 

avoid wasting when using the equipment while the needs and qualifications 

have not yet allowed using all the features. 

ii. Device Configuration 

The project proposes the server technical requirements, storage devices for the 

system to meet 5000 concurrent users and 10 GB daily data, data storage for 3 years, 

Active/ Active backup system as follows: 

 

No. Information Quantity Unit 

1 
Number of users connecting at a 

time 
5000 TPS 

2 
Processing RAM when 

generating 1 user 
3,291 MB 

3 
Processing CPU when generating 

1 user 
0.03 GHz 

4 
Operating system RAM + 

applications 
10 GB 

5 
Operating system CPU+ 

applications 
3 GHz 

6 HDD required for Datafile 1024 MB 

7 Average size of uploaded file  10 MB 



 

 

8 Number of files uploaded daily 1000 file(s) 

9 Redundancy factor 1.2  

10 Number of virtual machines 1  

11 CPU speed 2.4 GHz 

12 Retention time 3 year(s) 

 

 

 

 



 

 

iii. System design model 

SiSiSiSi

Datafile

DF1 DF2

APP

App1 App2

Node1 Node2

DB 

Storage

FIREWALL

User

 

- Application servers: The applications are installed on 02 servers 

according to the Active - Active mechanism; firewall devices and load 

balancing are applied to prevent attacks and load sharing. When an application 

server fails, the system is not affected. 

- File servers: The server is equipped with software for storing and 

sharing files. The application server is allowed to access processing text files. 



 

 

- Data on 02 servers are automatically synchronized to ensure that the 

system can still respond if one component fails. 

- Backup and store programs and DB to ensure system safety. 

DB: The system uses DMSs of large and reputable firms in the world, which 

can be used to deploy large systems with high security and storage capacity. 

DB is installed on 02 servers under the RAC mechanism. Servers are 

synchronized in real-time to ensure no information and data loss when one server 

fails. 

- Firewall and load balancing device, switches, optical switches, storage 

cabinets: Using configurable equipment to meet processing capacity for 5000 

online people. 

f) Safety and security solutions for the system 

i. Overview 

Today, the Internet environment offers users a lot of benefits as well as 

supports users in all aspects of work, study, exchange, communication, and 

storage, but also contains a lot of risks such as data loss, disclosure of private 

information, operational interruptions, operational risks, etc. Although the 

networks in Data Centers are always protected by specialized anti-attack 

equipment, the increasing sophistication of hackers in terms of methods, behavior, 

and the existence of security vulnerabilities inside the system leads to many 

difficulties in ensuring security. 

 

According to summary reports on information security of organizations 

around the world, more than 60% of important organizational data is stolen within 

minutes and these incidents are only discovered after a few months or even years. 

Thus, the theft of important data happens very quickly and takes a very long time 

to discover. Nowadays, attack technologies are not only extremely developed, but 

they are also free for everyone. Lots of vulnerability scanning libraries are bundled 

for free and very easy to use. 



 

 

 
 

 

In response to these threats, the project aims to upgrade and enhance the 

information security status quo for the Data Center, proactive prevention of 

attacks, and management of information safety for hospitals. 

 

Equip additional equipment, software, solution tools to operate business 

processes consistently, synchronously, ensuring continuity and availability. Deploy 

centralized information and DB systems. Exchange information with related 

professional units in a more convenient manner. 

 

 

Specific objectives: 

- Equip real-time vulnerability management solutions 

- Ensure processing capacity in security 

- Ensure the highest availability at critical points in the system 

- Ensure the ability to easily upgrade and expand the system 

- Manage and store logs, support log search of solutions. 

 

ii. Investment proposal 

7.2.1 Security assessment service 

Certification capacity 

N

o. 

Certificates Quantity 

1 SplunkCertified Architect 04 

2 RCSS Radware 03 

3 CEH 06 

4 ECSA of EC-Council 03 



 

 

5 GSEC of SANS 02 

6 ISO Auditor 02 

7 CCDP, CCNP of Cisco 04 

8 FSCA of Forescout 02 

9 Most of Distributing Product Vendors Certificates 08 

 

7.2.2 Security assessment method 

Testing attacks from outside the Internet/ Public, attacks carried out without 

any information provided, the pentesters should put themselves in the shoes of 

hackers and try to get into the customer system. Pentesters will simulate a real 

attack on system security vulnerabilities. The testing process will reveal potential 

mining losses and severity. Or act as a hacker who is given a regular user account 

and proceed to attack the system as an employee of the enterprise. The steps of 

attacks are usually performed from gathering system information and data 

necessary for security assessment such as Domain Names, Server Names, IP 

Addresses, Network Map, ISP / ASP information, System and Service Owners, 

OS Identification, port scanning, Services identification ... scan, check, evaluate 

to find and detect existing vulnerabilities on the system using the assessment 

criteria to evaluate vulnerabilities. Then perform test attacks to conclude the 

vulnerabilities which are dangerous to the system. 

7.3 . Comprehensive monitoring platform solution (Log storage, 

monitoring, and management) 

 

A centralized security surveillance system plays an important and 

indispensable role in the information technology (IT) infrastructure of agencies, 

units, and organizations. This system allows to collect, standardize, store and 

correlate all network security events that are generated in the organization's IT 

system. This is a core component in the Security Management system of any 

agency, unit, or organization. 

Splunk Enterprise is a solution that provides IT staff with a quick and 

accurate view into machine data generated from devices such as network 

equipment, security equipment/ software, terminals, application software, identity 

information systems, etc. At the same time, Splunk allows quickly searching all 

information in the system, correlating events from different data sources, saving 

time in the investigation, detection, and handling of incidents. 

Splunk is a rich solution, applied to many different purposes such as 

analyzing system monitoring, analyzing application monitoring, analyzing the 

monitoring of network security events, etc. By tracking and analyzing everything 

from customer transactions, correlating with events and actions in the system, 

Splunk Enterprise helps IT team get useful information from machine data. With 

the ability to create relationships from any event and any data source, Splunk 

makes machine data useful. 



 

 

✓ Splunk can collect and index log, machine data from any source: 

network equipment, security equipment-software, DB, common 

application software, self-developed application software, etc. correlate 

events from different systems. 

 
 

 

Figure 1 Splunk collects machine data from all data sources 

 

✓ Powerful search and analysis capabilities; link events in 

different sources for common problems. 

 
Figure 2 Screen for searching and analyzing data 

 

✓ Splunk links data, relationships between events or 

activities based on time, location, and search results. From these 

relationships, it is possible to give a more general view, facilitate 

quick, easy investigation and analysis. 



 

 

 
 

Figure 3 Data binding capacity 

 

✓ Splunk provides many types of charts and reports to help 

enterprises quickly escalate to higher levels. The reporting data is 

continuously updated in real-time, from which decisions and 

appropriate assessments are made. 

 
 

Figure 4 Splunk dashboard 

✓ Splunk supports real-time system monitoring and gives 

alerts immediately when something goes wrong. Alerts can be 

triggered based on established norms, thresholds, or trends. Users can 

receive alerts via email or SMS. 



 

 

 
 

Figure 5 System monitoring screen and give warning 

 

✓ Administrators and users can access Splunk Enterprise 

through browsers securely. Splunk Mobile Access also allows users to 

observe, interact and share monitoring of the system through mobile 

devices such as iOS and Android. 

 
 

 

Figure 6 System monitoring screen on the mobile device 

✓ Splunk can be used for many different purposes such as 

system operating, equipment-application monitoring, incident 

investigation, business analysis, etc.  

 

Based on its foundation, Splunk has developed the Splunk Enterprise Security 

application to address the needs of security monitoring in the entire system of units 

and organizations with key features such as: 

- Monitor the current security status of the system: Monitor security 

information by location, host, data source, and asset groups. Provide KPI indicators 

about trends and security status in real-time. 

- Investigate and evaluate the incident: Provide graphical tools to investigate 

problems from raw data, analyzed data to understand the operations in the network. 



 

 

Provide tools allowing observations on each small information point to investigate 

threats quickly. 

- Access monitoring: Simplify monitoring of access control, monitoring 

applications, operating systems, and identity management systems across the 

organization. 

- Terminal monitoring: Increase the efficiency of endpoint security products 

such as Symantec Endpoint Protection, IBM Proventia Desktop, or McAfee 

Endpoint Protection. Search, generate reports and warn about malware, unusual 

behavior. 

- Network monitoring: Track and detect events from network and security 

devices across the organization. Detect anomalies via protocol data, firewalls, 

routers, DHCP, wireless access, load balancing devices, intrusion detection, and data 

loss prevention devices. Provide relationships, search, report, and chart for 

monitoring and warning of network activities. 

- Asset/ identifier management: Monitor information about assets, users in the 

organization/ enterprise. 

- Risk analysis: Identify potential sources of risk, their severity, and behavioral 

factors that pose a risk. 

- Comprehensive control: Give full reports on both user and system activities, 

reducing the time spent on analyzing and investigating problems. 

Splunk Enterprise Security is a solution that promotes solving network security 

problems, in which logs generated from all technologies related to network security 

such as malware, IPS, Firewall, CA system ... will be analyzed by Splunk, thereby 

providing valuable information. Splunk helps network security teams quickly detect 

and respond to attacks from outside and within the system, simplifying threats and 

minimizing risks. 

Units and organizations are facing risks and changing requirements in the 

business process. Simple monitoring solutions cannot solve these issues. Therefore, 

a solution like Splunk Enterprise Security with Big Data technology will get units 

and organizations prepared to deal with hazards and at the same time to meet 

business requirements. 



 

 

 
 

Figure 7 Overview of the application dashboard 

 

 

 
 

Figure 8 Support fast, in-depth investigation and assessment 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 
 

Figure 9 Access monitoring 

 

 
 

 

Figure 10 Monitoring display for abnormal access 

 

 



 

 

 
Figure 11 Comprehensive control of assets/ users 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 12 Risk assessment 

 

7.4 Context-based vulnerability management solution 

 

Vulnerabilities exist on all devices and applications. This is the weak link in a 

chain. Hackers can take advantage of these vulnerabilities to hack the system, 

causing a loss of control over the system. Even security devices like Firewall or 

IPS or Antivirus have their own vulnerabilities. Proactively detecting and 

monitoring these vulnerabilities will allow units and organizations to take precise 

and reasonable action for each device and application. 

 



 

 

Tenable Security Center is a unique vulnerability management solution 

designed to provide organizations with the ability to assess vulnerabilities and 

analyze risks based on context. Retina helps proactively identify existing 

vulnerabilities in network, web, mobile, cloud, virtual infrastructure, and IoT. 

Thereby, it is possible to assess the security situation, analyze the impacts that can 

affect the business operations, thereby plan and fix the vulnerabilities. 

 

Tenable Security Center provides the ability to monitor the entire system, 

detect vulnerabilities in depth, search for vulnerabilities, misconfiguration, 

malicious code, and threats in real-time. SecurityCenter enables complete 

vulnerability analysis, continuously monitors the system to identify published 

vulnerabilities, find threats and perform analysis to determine security levels, 

compliance and quickly react to the organization's policy violations. 

 
 

Figure 15 Admin Dashboard 

 

Ability to scan and evaluate security vulnerabilities  

- Display all devices in the system and evaluate security vulnerabilities 

- Build dashboards and reports to aid in measuring and analyzing 

security impacts and risks within the system. 

- Monitor system's security compliance 

- Identify weaknesses by scanning connected devices in the system: 

vulnerabilities, weak configuration, and malicious code 

- Proactively detect threats in the system for recovery and repair 

- Classify vulnerabilities according to priority 

- Evaluate the level of security on servers, end devices, network devices, 

 



 

 

operating systems, databases, and applications on physical, virtual, or cloud 

platforms 

- Centralized vulnerability management with a system with multiple 

scanners 

- Automatic property classification 

- Agent-based scanning supported 

- Create a ticket 

- Send an email 

- Notifications through events 

- Submit Syslog 

- Flexible scanning: Ability to tailor the scan pattern to specific reporting 

and compliance requirements. 

- Advanced threat analysis: Ability to detect dangerous threats through 

analysis of collected data sources. 

- Ensure compliance: Provide compliance reporting templates: CIS, 

FISMA, FDCC, OWASP, SANS CAG, PCI 

- Trend analysis: Assist in analyzing trends and levels of change for a 

compliance audit. 

- Centralized dashboard: Centralized monitoring for all components of 

the solution. 

 

7.5 Acunetix website application vulnerability scanning solution 

Website is the face of units and organizations, helping to promote the brand to 

users, so it should be protected in the most secure manner. Through the website, 

customers can learn most of the background materials about businesses, customers, 

business fields, and necessary business methods. Therefore, a website is always 

one of the top targets of hackers. Website/ portal vulnerabilities are diverse and 

come from code, web server software, web server operating systems... SQL 

injection, XSS attacks are dangerous web attack techniques that can take DB of 

website, take away important information, lead to loss of both money and 

reputation of agencies, units, and organizations. 

Acunetix WVS is the most effective website vulnerability scanner software, it 

checks all website vulnerabilities including SQL Injection, Cross Site Scripting, 

and many other website vulnerabilities. Acunetix WVS has a leading website 

vulnerability detection engine along with Acunetix AcuSensor that performs 

automated attacks and displays the vulnerabilities found. This is a unique security 

technology that can quickly find vulnerabilities with an extremely low number of 

false alerts, reveal vulnerabilities in code, and report debug information. Identify 

website vulnerabilities such as CRLF, Code execution, Directory Traversal, File 

inclusion, authentication vulnerability, and other vulnerabilities. 

Detailed reporting according to the Acunetix Web Vulnerability Scanner 

standard includes an extensive reporting module that can generate reports for your 

web applications according to the PCI DSS data compatibility standard that can be 



 

 

used across multiple applications. 

Acunetix assists in web analytics against Google Hacking Database attacks, 

which is a DB of queries used by hackers to identify sensitive information on a 

website, such as portal login page, network security information logs. 

 
 

 

Figure 16 Acunetix website vulnerabilities monitoring interface 

 

 
 

Figure 17 Results of the website vulnerability scan 

VIII. SIMULATION OF GENERAL USER GUIDANCE SYSTEM 

1 SYSTEM 

1.1 Administration 

The admin module allows to manage and decentralize users/ user groups. For 

each user/ user group in the system, there will be a certain role (right). To decentralize 

to users/ user groups, the system administrator will define roles, then assign 

permissions and functions to each role, then assign roles to each user group. 

Tasks to be done by the administrator to manage and decentralize users 

✓ Declare user groups 



 

 

✓ Declare users 

✓ Assign users to groups 

✓ Define roles => Decentralize roles 

✓ Assign roles to each user group. 

1.1.1 Roles 

This module allows you to manage a list of roles, each user has a certain role in the 

program. Defining the roles will support the decentralization of users and user groups 

quickly. 

 

✓ Search for a role 

The function allows searching of role information according to search criteria. To 

use this function, users should follow the steps as below:  

Step 1: Enter your search criteria. On programs that support searching by role 

name, status (active/ inactive) 

Step 2: Click Search box. 

The program will show a list of users according to search criteria 

 

✓ Add new roles 

This function allows adding new roles. To perform this function, users should 

follow the steps as below 

Step 1: Go to System => System => Roles 

Step 2: In the role information management form, click the Add box 



 

 

 
Step 3: Enter role information including Role name, status, etc.  

 
 

Step 4: Click the Update box 

After successfully adding new roles, users can assign rights to roles, assign menus 

to roles, assign user types, user groups corresponding to roles. 

• To assign rights to a role, select Tab Roles - Rights, then tick the rights 



 

 

 
 

 

 

 

• To assign a role to a user group, choose the tab Roles - User Groups 

and then tick the user group 

 



 

 

 
 

• To decentralize the menu for the role, choose the tab Roles - use menu 

and then tick the menus that the role has rights to 



 

 

 

✓ Modify role information 

This function allows modifying the role information. To use this function, the 

user performs the following steps: 

Step 1: Click on the icon  corresponding to the record that needs to be 

modified 

Step 2: Update information 

Step 3: Click the Update box 



 

 

 

✓ Delete a role 

This function allows deleting role information from the system. 

Step 1: Select the user to be deleted 

Step 2: Click the Delete box 

Step 3: Confirm deleting the roles 

1.1.2 User groups 

This module allows managing user groups 

✓ Search user groups 

The function allows searching user group information according to search criteria. 

To use this function, user should perform the following steps 

Step 1: Enter your search criteria. The program supports searching by user group 

name, status (active / inactive) 

Step 2: Click Search box. 

The program will show a list of users according to search criteria 

 
 

✓ Add a new user group 

This function allows adding new user groups. To perform this function, user should 

perform the following steps 

Step 1: Go to System => System => User group 

Step 2: In the information management form of user groups, click the Add box 



 

 

 
Step 3: Enter user group information including User group name, status, etc.  

 
 

Step 4: Click the Update box 

After adding a new user group successfully, we can add users to the group, assign 

roles to the user groups. 

✓ Assign users to groups 

To add users to the group, click on the icon  corresponding to the user group 

and perform the following steps 

Click on the icon  corresponding to the record that needs to be edited 

 



 

 

✓ Remove the user from the group 

 
To assign roles to a user group, select the tab User Groups - roles, then tick the 

roles that the group will have. 

 

✓ Modify user group information 

This function allows modifying user group information. To use this function, 

the user should perform the following steps: 

Step 1: Click on the icon  corresponding to the record that needs to be 

modified  

Step 2: Update information 

Step 3: Click the Update box 



 

 

 

✓ Delete user groups 

This function allows you to delete user group information from the system. 

Step 1: Select the user group to be deleted 

Step 2: Click the Delete box  

Step 3: Confirm deleting the user group 

 

1.1.3 User 

This module allows for user management 

✓ Search for users 

This function allows searching user information according to search criteria. To use 

this function, user should perform the following steps 

Step 1: Enter your search criteria. The program supports searching by unit, 

username, user account, user status (active / inactive) 

Step 2: Click the Search box. 

The program will show a list of users according to search criteria 

 

✓ Add a new user 



 

 

This function allows adding new users. To use this function, user should perform 

the following steps 

Step 1: Go to System => System => Users 

Step 2: In the user information management form, click the Add box 

 
Step 3: Enter the user information including 

+ Account information: Username, user type, user group, and activity status 

+ Personal information: Full name, employee ID, card number, unit, etc.  



 

 

 
 

Step 4: Click the Add box 

✓ Modify user 

This function allows to modify / correct user information. To use this function, 

the user should perform the following steps: 

Step 1: Click on the icon  corresponding to the record that needs to be 

modified  

Step 2: Update information 

Step 3: Click the Save box 

✓ Delete user 

This function allows deleting user information from the system. It applies to 

users who are no longer in charge of the program 

Step 1: Select the user to be deleted 



 

 

Step 2: Click the Delete box 

Step 3: Confirm deleting the user 

 



 

 

1.2 List of the system  

1.2.1 Administrative boundary level  

The function allows users to manage the list of administrative boundary levels.  

✓ Search for administrative boundary level  

The function allows searching information on administrative boundary level 

according to search criteria. To use this function, user follows the steps as below:  

Step 1: Enter search criteria. The program supports searching by code, name and 

status of administrative boundary level.  

Step 2: Click Search box   

The Program shows the list of administrative boundary levels according to the 

search criteria 

 
 

✓ Add administrative boundary level  

This function allows to add another administrative boundary level. User should 

follow the steps as below:  

Step 1: Go to the system menu => List => Administrative boundary level   

Step 2: Click Add box  

 
Step 3: Enter information: Name, Code of administrative boundary level, etc.  



 

 

 
Step 4: Click Update box  

✓ Modify administrative boundary level  

Step 1: At the management screen for List of administrative boundary levels, select the 

adminstrative boundary level to be modified, click the icon  

Step 2: Update the information like Add function mentioned above.   

Step 3: Click Update box.  

 

✓ Delete Administrative boundary level  

Step 1: At the management screen, select Administrative boundary level to be deleted 

and click the icon  

Step 2: Click Update box to confirm deletion.  



 

 

 
 

1.2.2 Administrative boundary 

This function allows user to manage the list of administrative boundaries.  

✓ Search for administrative boundaries  

This function allows user to search information about administrative boundaries 

according to search criteria. To use this function, user follows the steps as below:  

Step 1: Enter search criteria. The program supports searching by code, name of 

administrative boundary, administrative boundary level and its status.   

Step 2: Click Search box  

The Program will show a list of administrative boundaries according to search 

criteria  

 
 

✓ Add administrative boundary  

This function allows to add administrative boundary. To use this function, user 

follows the steps as below:  

Step 1: Go to the System menu => List => Administrative boundary  

Step 2: Click Add box  



 

 

 
Step 3: Enter information: name, code, level of administrative boundary.  

 
Step 4: Click Update box  

✓ Modify administrative boundary  

Step 1: At the management screen for list of Administrative boundaries, select the 

administrative boundary to be modified, click the icon  

Step 2: Update the information like Add function mentioned above  

Step 3: Click Update box  



 

 

 

✓ Delete administrative boundary  

Step 1: At the management screen, select the administrative boundary to be deleted, 

click the icon  

Step 2: Click Update box to confirm deletion.  

 
 

1.2.3 Unit  
 

This function allows user to manage the list of units  

✓ Add Unit. 

To use this function, user follows the steps as below: 

Step 1: User goes to the System Menu => The system list => Unit 

Step 2: Click Add box  

Step 3: Enter information of the unit such as name, code of the unit, select Father 

unit (note: information fields with character * are mandatory) 



 

 

Step 4: Click Update box  

 
The result after adding the new unit.  

 

✓ Modify Unit  

Step 1: At the management screen of Unit, select the unit to be modified, click 

the icon  

Step 2: Update information  

Step 3: Click Update box  



 

 

 

✓ Delete Unit  

Step 1: At the management screen of Unit, select the unit to be deleted, click 

the icon  

Step 2: Confirm to delete  

 
 

 

2 CMS Portal 

2.1 List  

2.1.1 Type of configuration  
 

This function allows user to manage the list of types of configuration  

✓ Add type of configuration  

To use this function, user follows the steps as below  

Step 1: User goes to Menu CMS Portal => List =>Type of configuration  

Step 2: Click Add box  

Step 3: Enter information on type of configuration such as code, name (note: 

information fields with character * are mandatory) 

Step 3: Click Update box  



 

 

 
The result after adding new tyle of configuration  

 

✓ Modify type of configuration  

Step 1: At the management screen for Type of configuration, select the type of 

configuration to be modified, click the icon  

Step 2: Update the information  

Step 3: Click Update box  



 

 

 

✓ Delete type of configuration  

Step 1: At the management scree for Type of configuration, select the type of 

configuration to be deleted, click the icon  

Step 3: Confirm to delete  

 
 

2.1.2 Type of document  

This module allows user to add, modify, delete types of document. Classification 

of documents will help user manage their documents in a more convenient manner.  

✓ Add type of document  

To add new type of document, user follows the steps as below  

Step 1: Go to Menu CMS Portal => List =>Type of document  

Step 2: Click Add box  

Step 3: Enter information on the type of document such as code, name (note: the 

information fields with character* are mandatory)   

Step 4: Click Update box  



 

 

 
The result after adding new type of document   

 

✓ Modify type of document  

Step 1: At the management screen for Type of document, select the type of 

document to be modified, click the icon  

Step 2: Update the information  

Step 3: Click Update box  



 

 

 

✓ Delete type of document  

Step 1: At the management screen for Type of document, select the type of 

document to be deleted, click the icon  

Step 2: Confirm to delete  

 

2.1.3 Category of News  

This module allows user to manage categories of news.  

✓ Add category of news  

To add category of news, user follows the steps as below:  

Step 1: Go to Menu CMS Portal => List => Category of news  

Step 2: Click Add box  

Step 3: Update information for Category of News such as code, name (note: the 

information fields with character * are mandatory) 

Step 4: Click Update box  



 

 

 
The result after adding Category of news  

 

✓ Modify  

Step 1: At the management screen for Category of news, select the category of 

news to be modified, click the icon  

Step 2: Update information  

Step 3: Click Update box  



 

 

 

✓ Delete  

Step 1: At the management screen for Category of news, select the Category of 

news to be deleted, click the icon  

Step 2: Confirm to delete  

 

2.2 Configuration management  

This module allows user to configure items:  

+ SlideShow 

+ Typical project  

+ Customer’s feedback on the website of Traceability – Trade Promotion  

+ Partner 

✓ Configuration of SlideShow 

Search for configuration of SlideShow 



 

 

 
Upload SlideShow 

 
Update information about SlideShow 



 

 

 

After uploading photos, click the box  

✓ Configuration of Typical Project  

At the management screen for Configuration, click Add box  

 
Enter basic information about the project.  



 

 

 
Update representative image for the project  



 

 

 
The result after uploading the representative image   

 
Update the representative image  



 

 

 
 

✓ Configuration for Customer’s feedbacks on the website of Traceability 

– Trade Promotion  

At the management screen for configuration, Click Add box  

 

✓ Update information about the Customer  



 

 

 

✓ Update representative image of Customer  



 

 

 

✓ The result after uploading the representative image  

 

✓ Update the representative image  



 

 

 
 

✓ Configuration of Partner  

✓ Search for configuration of Partner  

 

✓ Upload representative image of Partner  



 

 

 

✓ Update information about Partner  

 

✓ After uploading images, click the box  

 

2.3 Management of news  

This module allows user to manage news (creating articles, posting news, services, 

etc.) 

✓ Search  



 

 

The Program supports user to search for articles according to various criteria such 

as filtering articles by language, category, status or search for articles according to key 

words.  

 

To search for articles, user follows the steps as below  

Step 1: Enter search criteria  

Step 2: Click Search box  

 

✓ Add  

To Add News, user follows the steps as below  

Step 1: Go to Menu CMS Portal => News  

Step 2: Click Add box  

Step 3: Enter information on News such as language, headline, summary, date of 

posting, category, etc. (note: the information fields with character * are mandatory) 

 
Enter content of the news  

 



 

 

To modify images, user follows the steps as below screenshots  

 

 
 



 

 

 
How to insert video into the article  

Go to the link to be inserted into the article, right-click onto the video to copy the 

embed code.  

 



 

 

Copy the link  

 
Insert the video into the text  

 
 

 

The result after adding news 

 

✓ Publish, remove, restore articles   

 



 

 

✓ Modify  

Step 1: At the management screen for News, select the News to be modified, 

click the icon  

Step 2: Update information  

Step 3: Click Update box  

Note: For users who are not authorized to approve articles will not be able to 

modify the approved articles.  

 

 

✓ Delete  

Step 1: At the management screen for News, select the news to be deleted, click 

the icon  

Step 2: Confirm to delete  

 
 

2.4 Document management  

This module allows user to upload documents to the Website.  



 

 

✓ Add document 

To add new document, user follows the steps as below  

Step 1: Go to Menu CMS Portal => Document  

Step 2: Click Add box  

Step 3: Update information of the document such as name, type of document, 

number/code, upload file, etc.  

Step 4: Click Update box  

 
The result after adding new document  

 
 

✓ Modify document  

Step 1: At the management screen for Document, select the document to be 

modified, click the icon  

Step 2: Update information  

Step 3: Click Update box  



 

 

 

✓ Delete document  

Step 1: At the management screen for Document, select the document to be 

deleted, click the icon  

Step 2: Confirm to delete  

 
 

2.5 Management of trade promotion subscribers    

This function allows Trade Promotion Agency to manage enterprises which subscribe 

to trade promotion news. Trade Promotion Agency will review subscriber information, 

make contacts with relevant enterprises.  



 

 

 
 



 

 

 


